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Leading New Thought Magazine Joins Forces with Streaming Television Channel
to Create Dynamic Exposure and Content for Their Audiences
GOLDEN, CO – What happens when you combine a 90-year old magazine with the
revolutionary technology of streaming television? Another page of history is written!
Guide for Spiritual Living: Science of Mind magazine (SoM) and the New Thought
Channel (NTC-TV) have joined forces to provide some of the magazine’s extensive content to
television viewers worldwide.
“We look forward to providing our tens of thousands of subscribers and readers another
way to access the depth and breadth of spiritually-themed information that we’ve been offering
for decades,” said Rev. David Goldberg, Publisher of Science of Mind magazine. “When Ernest
Holmes wrote the first edition of our magazine in 1927, his vision was for us to continue to be
‘open at the top’ and include new ways for people to access ideas to support their spiritual
growth, and this is a great way for us to do that while remaining firmly grounded in our principle
of Oneness.”
New Thought Channel is a central location on your television where you can watch
weekly lessons from spiritual leaders, enjoy music from your favorite musicians, learn from
seminars, be enlightened by talk shows, hear popular audio shows, and much more. A gathering
place for the spiritually open-minded, NTC-TV is currently streaming on Roku and Amazon Fire
TV media players and will soon be available on Apple TV as well.
“I’m so excited by this partnership with Science of Mind magazine. Together, we are
providing inspirational and New Thought audiences with increasingly beneficial programming
throughout the world. They are amazing partners,” says NTC-TV President and Executive
Producer Jim Lefter. “Rev. David and Science of Mind magazine join our growing list of

esteemed contributors, including Dr. Roger Teel, Rev. Temple Hayes, Rev. David Bruner, Dr.
Moira Foxe and Rev. Brian Akers, among many others.”
Each month, Guide for Spiritual Living: Science of Mind magazine inspires readers to
create happier, richer and more satisfying lives by using practical, spiritual principles. It is
available at Barnes & Noble and independent bookstores and comes in both print and digital
formats. Join the magazine’s online community of almost 500,000 by “liking” Science of Mind
magazine on Facebook. The magazine is published by Centers for Spiritual Living in Golden,
Colorado. Visit www.ScienceOfMind.com for more information.
The New Thought Channel is a globally-televised streaming resource for the “spiritual
but not religious,” as well as those who enjoy New Thought principles, to view inspirational,
positive television content. Contributors include spiritual and thought leaders under the banner of
Progressive Spirituality, Centers for Spiritual Living (Religious Science), Unity, A Course in
Miracles and other New Thought denominations. Add New Thought Channel to your Roku or
Amazon Fire TV line-up. And join our online community by “liking” New Thought Channel on
Facebook. You can learn more at www.NewThoughtChannel.com.
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